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المملكة المغربية
البرلمان

PANEL ON TRADE AND INVESTMENTS IN THE MEDITERRANEAN
3rd Meeting of the Steering Committee
Rabat, Morocco, 3 May 2013

Executive Report
The Steering Committee of the PAM Panel on Trade and Investments in the Mediterranean met on 3
May 2013 in Rabat, Morocco, at the invitation of the Parliament of Morocco. The meeting aimed,
among others, to identify priorities and strategies for the PAM Panel for the biennium 2013-2014
and to define the main objectives in view of the high level inter-governmental conference
“Harnessing Trade for Growth in the Mediterranean”, which will take place in Geneva, Switzerland,
on 30-31 May 2013, jointly organized by PAM and the United Nations.
Opening Session
Hon. Mohammed Yatim, 1st Vice President of the House of Representatives, opened the meeting
thanking all the participants for their attendance and highlighting the commitment of the Parliament
of Morocco in support of PAM activities for regional cooperation. He stressed the potential of the
Mediterranean region, and that the two shores of the basin complete each other, the North offering
capitals and knowledge, and the South providing the market for consumption and a geo-strategic
position. Hon. Yatim also underlined that regional stability can be achieved through an increased
cooperation on crucial issues, such as combating terrorism, illegal immigration, infrastructures and
economic reforms, also in terms of tax facilitation, in the framework of a sustainable development.
Sen. Mohammed Faouzi Benallal, 1st Vice President of the House of Councilors, welcomed all
participants, underlining his appreciation for the work of PAM in facing the current challenges of the
Mediterranean region. Sen. Benallal stressed the importance of regional cooperation in the
economic sector, particularly in consideration of the challenges that the Mediterranean basin is
facing and due to its relations with social and political stability.
Sen. Lhou Lmarbouh, PAM Vice President and President of the 2nd PAM Standing Committee,
thanked the participants for their presence and reiterated the commitment of PAM in support of the
economic growth in the region. He provided the audience with some figures related to the current
economic crisis, stressing the unequal distribution of wealth, the lack of jobs across the region and
the challenges posed by the rapid growth of population, especially in the Southern shore of the
basin. Sen. Lmarbouh concluded by underlining the importance of the Rabat meeting, in view of the
forthcoming inter-governmental conference “Harnessing Trade for Growth in the Mediterranean”,
which will take place in Geneva, Switzerland, on 30-31 May 2013, jointly organized by PAM and the
United Nations.
Eng. Alessandro Ortis, Co-Chair of the PAM Panel on Trade and Investments in the Mediterranean,
reminded all participants about the main objective of the meeting: identifying strategies for the PAM
Panel for the biennium ending in 2014. He underlined that the PAM Panel wants to contribute in the
process of overcoming the present and persistent crisis, which is affecting not only the
Mediterranean region. Eng. Ortis stressed that regional stability, sustainable development and job
creation (through support to the SMEs) were and still are the main priorities. He then briefed the
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participants on the structure of the PAM Panel and the important of having group coordinators
(both MPs and representatives of the private sector) committed to the activities of the Panel.
Mr. Hassan Benseddik, representative of the Ministry of Industry, Trade and New Technologies,
expressed, on behalf of the Minister, his thanks for inviting the Ministry at the PAM meeting. He
then stressed the importance of cooperation as one of the goals of Morocco, since the beginning of
the Barcelona process. Morocco established a number of agreements with Arab, European and
Mediterranean countries, mentioning the Agadir FTA. Mr. Benseddik indicated the priorities of the
Ministry: promotion of employment, job creation and investment opportunities, more coordination
in the field of customs, agriculture, tourism, legal frameworks.
He added that investments need to be increased and that the Ministry is convinced that, in the
Mediterranean region, there is a need for attracting investments to foster economic process, as well
as boosting women entrepreneurship.
Round Tables on the following topics:
a. Global crisis and trends in the Mediterranean. Impact on national and regional economies. The
role of parliamentarians;
b. The importance of Tourism for Economic Growth in the Mediterranean region;
c. Proposals and suggestions in view of the high level inter-governmental conference
“Harnessing Trade for Growth in the Mediterranean” (Geneva, 30-31 May 2013);
d. Structure of the Steering Committee and of the Sectoral Groups of the PAM Panel;
In the course of the round tables which followed, the participants shared their views on the current
economic situation, from both national and regional point of view. The following issues were raised
by all participants:
1. There is a strong need, across the region, for job creation, especially in view of the
exponential number of youth that will enter the job market in the next 30 years. At present,
youth unemployment reaches 50% in many countries of the region, and this represents a
major challenge. SMEs represent the starting point to the re-launch of growth, for their
capacity of creating jobs and, as a consequence, increasing the purchase power of the citizens.
In order to stimulate SMEs, some priorities were defined, namely: facilitating access to credit;
clear set of rules to create an enterprise; tax facilitation. It was also mentioned that often,
although funds are available, it is very difficult to access credit, due to different legal
frameworks from country to country, and to long and complicated bureaucratic procedures.
While working on the harmonization at the regional level, it was suggested each country to
ease the process to start a business. The case of Serbia was cited as an example to imitate,
and also Morocco established a “one stop shop” for the creation of a company.
2. The importance of Free Trade Agreements was underlined. It was noted that over 90% of
trade is made under the frameworks of FTAs (regional or bilateral). For this reason, it was
indicated as a priority the extension of these FTAs at a regional level, in order not to exclude
any country from the regional trade process, and the removal of non-tariff barriers, aiming at
a win/win strategy.
3. Political and social stability is strongly connected with economic growth. Positive economic
performances, such as an increase in FDIs or the signing of FTAs, need political stability to be
implemented.
4. The commitment of the EBRD in the MENA region (with 2.5 billion yearly to be allocated in
infrastructure projects) will be of benefit for the whole Mediterranean basin, in terms of
investments, employment, political will. The availability of EBRD to be the coordinator of the
“Investments and Finance” sectoral group of the PAM Panel was highly appreciated by all
participants.
5. There seems to be a lack of political will. Too often, there is a gap between the statements of
political will and the reality underground. It is proven that, with political determination,
actions are taken and the economic indicators rise.
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6. Countries of the Mediterranean complement each other, in terms of offer, resources,
climate and opportunities. There is a need for more integration and cooperation, at all levels,
in order to better understand the counterparts and reach a win/win solution.
7. Tourism is as a key sector for the Mediterranean region. During the session dedicated to this
crucial sector for boosting the Mediterranean economies, it was noted that there is an urgent
need to re-launch favorable tourism environment in the entire region, including the Arab
Spring countries. To do this, it is necessary to re-think the concept of tourism in the
Mediterranean, for example promoting a tourism model that involves more countries, taking
advantage of the large variety of the region, in terms of climate, activities, cultural sites, and
also taking account all the types of tourists (e.i. a Japanese tourist who travels to France, with
a 1 hour flight would also be able to visit Morocco or Tunisia). In this sector, the government
of Morocco is trying to stimulate the internal tourism, in order to increase revenues from
tourism. It was also underlined the importance of tourism in terms of industrial
development, and the new sub-sectors that tourism is including, such as bio-diversity, health
care, rural tourism. Many participants underlined that tourism, in the MENA region, is the
main source of attracting foreign currency.
During the discussion, it emerged also that, although the current economic crisis had a severe
impact on the whole region, there are some differences between countries. It was noted that
Turkey had experienced a similar crisis in 2000-2001. In that case, many measures were taken: the
banking and financial systems were improved, the independence of the central bank was
strengthened. For these reasons Turkey was not hardly affected by the actual crisis. It was also
mentioned the experience of Serbia, that registered expansion in the passenger vehicles production
and so its export boosted.
It was also mentioned the need to create new skills, in order to create jobs for the future, taking
into account the development of new technologies. It was recommended that all countries,
especially in the MENA region, should invest more in the IT sector. It was also stressed that the fields
of information technology, project management, financial accounting, human resources, emarketing, call for skilled employees, but at the moment it is problematic to find workers with those
skills. In connection with education, many participants underlined that universities and professional
schools should be reformed, in order to provide more specific education, in accordance with the
evolution of the societies and of the labor market.
The participants also stressed the necessity to fight the so-called black market and fiscal evasion,
which damages national economies in terms of tax revenue. The black market not only denies
income to the states, but also increases the burden on the people who pay taxes regularly.
In the closing of the meeting, Eng. Alessandro Ortis briefed the participants about the new structure
of the PAM Panel on Trade and Investments in the Mediterranean. He stressed that each sectoral
group, namely: Sustainable Development (SD); Trade Facilitation (TF); Production Initiatives and Job
Creation (PJ); Investments and Finance (IF), will be co-chaired by a parliamentarian and a
representative of the private sector. It was underlined the necessity to involve all the relevant
players, both at national and regional level, in the activities of the Panel. For this reason, all
participants were invited to indicate to the PAM Secretariat appropriate institutions to be invited to
become active members of the Panel. In this regard, it was also noted the importance of involving all
the countries of the Mediterranean, to ensure a comprehensive approach.
Sen. Lmarbouh closed the meeting thanking all the participants for the fruitful discussion, wishing to
meet them all in Geneva, Switzerland, on the occasion of the PAM-UN Conference “Harnessing
Trade for Growth in the Mediterranean”.
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PANEL ON TRADE AND INVESTMENTS IN THE MEDITERRANEAN
3rd Meeting of the Steering Committee
Rabat, Morocco, 3 May 2013
Agenda
09:30

Registration

10:00

Opening Session
st

Address by Hon. Mohammed Yatim, 1 Vice President of the House of Representatives
st

Address by Sen. Mohammed Faouzi Benallal, 1 Vice President of the House of Councillors
nd

Remarks by Sen. Lhou Lmarbouh, PAM Vice President and President of the 2 PAM Standing
Committee
Remarks by Eng. Alessandro Ortis, Co-Chair of the PAM Panel on Trade and Investments in
the Mediterranean
Address by a representative of the Ministry of Industry, Trade and New Technologies
11:00

Round Table on the following topics:
e.

Global crisis and trends in the Mediterranean. Impact on national and regional
economies. The role of parliamentarians.

f.

The importance of Tourism for Economic Growth in the Mediterranean region

g.

Proposals and suggestions in view of the high level inter-governmental conference
“Harnessing Trade for Growth in the Mediterranean” (Geneva, 30-31 May 2013)

13:00

Lunch offered by the Parliament of Morocco (Restaurant of the House of Councillors)

15:00

Continuation of the Round Table
h. Structure of the Steering Committee and of the Sectoral Groups of the PAM Panel

17:00

i.

Sectoral Coordination: Overview of the intended activities for each Sectoral Group

j.

Key activities for the biennium 2013-2014 with identification of strategies and priorities
by:

Sectors

Regions and sub regions

Players

Closing of the meeting
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PARLIAMENTARY ASSEMBLY OF THE MEDITERRANEAN
ASSEMBLEE PARLEMENTAIRE DE LA MEDITERRANEE

الجمعيـــة البرلمانيــة للبحـــر األبيــض المتوســـــــط

PANEL ON TRADE AND INVESTMENTS IN THE MEDITERRANEAN
PANEL SUR LE COMMERCE ET LES INVESTISSEMENTS EN MEDITERRANEE
3rd Meeting of the Steering Committee
3ème réunion du Comité de pilotage
Rabat, Morocco / Maroc, 3 May / mai 2013

List of participants / Liste des participants
DELEGATIONS
Egypt / Egypte

Dr. Alaa Ezz - 1st Under Secretary of State; Secretary General of "FEDCOC/CEEBA;" Executive Board Member
of ASCAME, Businesmed and Med Alliance / 1er sous-secrétaire d'Etat, secrétaire général de FEDCOC / CEEBA;
membre du Conseil exécutif de l'ASCAME, Businesmed et Med Alliance

Italy / Italie

Eng. Alessandro Ortis – Co-Chair of the PAM Panel on Trade and Investments in the Mediterranean / Coprésident du Panel APM sur le Commerce et les Investissements en Méditerranée

Jordan / Jordanie

Hon. Dr. Husni Al-Sheyab – MP / Député
Hon. Khaled Al-Bakkar – MP / Député
Mr. Amjad Al-Akaleek - Protocol

Morocco / Maroc

Hon. Mohammed Yatim – 1st Vice President of the Chamber of Representatives / 1er Vice- president de la
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Chambre des Représentants
Sen. Mohammed Faouzi Benalla – 1st Vice President of the Chamber of Councillors / 1er Vice- president de la
Chambre des Conseillers
Sen. Lhou Lmarbouh – PAM Vice President / Vice-président de l'APM
Hon. Chaoui Belassal - MP / Député
Hon. Mounia Rhoulam - MP / Députée
Ms. Nadia El Bouri – Deputy Director for marketing of the Ministry of Tourism / Directrice adjointe
commercial et marketing du Ministère du Tourisme
Mr. Hassan Benseddik – Representative of the Ministry of Industry, Trade and New Technologies /
Représentant du Ministère de l’Industrie, du Commerce et des nouvelles Technologies
Serbia / Serbie

Hon. Nevena Stojanovic – Member of the Steering Committee of the PAM Panel/ Membre du Comité de
Pilotage du Panel APM
Ms. Senka Pavlovic – Secretary of Delegation / Secrétaire de la délégation

Turkey / Turquie

Hon. Mehmet Gunal – Member of the Steering Committee of the PAM Panel/ Membre du Comité de Pilotage
du Panel APM

Inter – Parliamentary Union (IPU) /
Union interparlementaire

Mr. Hassan Elkhettar – Head of Cabinet of the President / Chef de Cabinet du Président

EXPERTS
Confindustria (Italy)

Mr. Luciano Morelli – President of Confindustria Caserta / Président de Confindustria Caserta

L’Economiste

Mr. Abashi Shamamba – Chief of the section "Economie-Monde" / Chef de rubrique "Economie-Monde"

MEDPRO

Dr. Rym Ayadi – Coordinator / Coordonnatrice

Microsoft

Dr. John Vassallo – Strategic Adviser / Conseiller Stratégique
Dr. Samir Benmakhlouf
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UNECE / CEE - ONU

Mr. Mika Vepsäläinen – Chief, Trade Policy and Government Cooperation Section / Directeur, Politiques
commerciales et de la coopération du gouvernement

UNIDO / ONUDI

Mr. Jaime Moll De Alba – UNIDO Representative in Morocco / Représentant de l'ONUDI au Maroc

PAM SECRETARIAT / SECRETARIAT DE L’APM
Dr. Sergio Piazzi – PAM Secretary General / Secrétaire général de l’APM
Mr. Andrea Nurchi – Assistant Program Officer / Assistant chargé de programmes
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PANEL ON TRADE AND INVESTMENTS IN THE MEDITERRANEAN
Meeting of the Executive Members of the Energy Group
Rabat, Morocco, 4 May 2013

Executive Report
The meeting of the Executive Members of the Energy Group of the PAM Panel on Trade and
Investments in the Mediterranean took place in Rabat, Morocco, on 4 May 2013, at the invitation of
the Parliament of Morocco. The event followed the PAM Conference “Energy challenges in the
Mediterranean”, held in Ouarzazate on 15-16 September 2012, hosted by the Moroccan House of
Councilors.
Opening Session
Hon. Mohammed Yatim, 1st Vice President of the House of Representatives, thanked the
participants for their presence and stressed the importance that renewable energy has for Morocco,
in terms of employment, sustainable development and economic growth of the Ouarzazate region.
Hon. Yatim also underlined the role of green energy, adding that ambitious projects can be
implemented only in a framework of respect for the environment and green gases reduction. He
concluded mentioning the need for regional cooperation in this sector, in connection with legislation
harmonization, integration of the energy market, know-how transfer.
Sen. Mohammed Faouzi Benallal, 1st Vice President of the House of Councillors, welcomed all the
participants and expressed his pleasure of attending the meeting, as well as his appreciation for the
work carried out by PAM in the Energy sector. He added that, considering the quality and the level of
the participants and of the institution represented, the meeting would be a success.
Sen. Lhou Lmarbouh, PAM Vice President and President of the 2nd PAM Standing Committee,
mentioned the commitment of PAM on the energy sector, a crucial element for the Mediterranean
region. He recalled the Ouarzazate event, and the main recommendation of that meeting. He then
thanked the MASEN representative for his presence in Rabat, to brief all the participants about the
status of the implementation of the Ouarzazate Solar Plant project. Sen Lmarbouh reiterated the
importance of cooperation in this sector, mentioning the partnership that PAM has with other
parliamentary assemblies, notably the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe (PACE) and
with financial institutions, such as the EBRD, in the framework of the Deauville Partnership. Sen
Lmarbouh concluded informing that energy is one the most important issues also on the 5+5
agenda.
Eng. Alessandro Ortis, Co-Chair of the PAM Panel on Trade and Investments in the Mediterranean,
underlined the significance of energy for the Sustainable Development group of the PAM Panel. He
then stressed that the outcome of the meeting would be fundamental in view of the joint PAM-UN
intergovernmental conference “Harnessing Trade for Growth in the Mediterranean”, to be held in
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Geneva, Switzerland, on 30-31 May 2013, when a session will be dedicated to “Strengthening Energy
Systems”.
Eng. Ortis concluded stating that having affordable, good quality and environmentally friendly
energy system is a key condition to achieve political, economic and social progress in the region, and
welcoming the efforts made by Morocco in this field.
Mr. Abderrahim El Hafidi, Electricity and Renewable Energy Department, Ministry of Energy, Mines,
Water and Environment, stated that the event was a good occasion to brief participants on the
recent developments in Morocco, as well as the government’s vision on energy, the integration of
energy systems and development. Mr. El Hafidi mentioned that Morocco, since the European
Commission Directive on Energy was adopted, took many actions and was the first country to
introduce private production of energy, a crucial aspect for a modern energy system. He also
informed all the participants about the decision of Morocco to establish an independent regulatory
authority on energy, operational by 2014, in order to increase the efficiency of the national energy
sector.
Mr. Obaid Amrane, Member of the Board of MASEN, provided a presentation on the status of
implementation of the Ouarzazate solar power plant. Mr. Amrane said that Morocco is
implementing an ambitious program, and it is proud of the challenges of the energy sector, since
energy is one of the most critical issues, due to its correlation with social, political and economic
development. He reiterated the value of regional integration, aimed at the creation of a
Mediterranean energy space. The project of making Morocco as a “Mediterranean Energy Hub”
would boost economy and development. He concluded stating that, in 18-20 months, the first
megawatt is planned to be produced, and at present political will and investors are concretely
supporting the project.
Round Table on the following topics:
a.
Nine months after Ouarzazate: follow up towards a Mediterranean Energy Community;
b.
Joint Communication of the European Commission “Supporting Closer Cooperation and Regional
Integration in the Maghreb: Algeria, Libya, Mauritania, Morocco and Tunisia” (17 December
2012) – implications for PAM and its Partners in the Energy Sector;
c.
Status of the implementation of Energy Initiatives in the region;
d.
Action Plan of the Energy Group of the PAM Panel for the biennium 2013-2014.
During the round tables which followed, the participants shared their views on each agenda items,
from both national and regional point of view. The following issues were raised by all participants:
1.

2.

3.

Regional cooperation and integration is a priority for energy systems in the
Mediterranean. With the aim of facilitating the creation of a Mediterranean integrated
system, it was agreed on the necessity of the harmonization of a shared set of rules in terms
of investments and energy transit and trade, in order to attract investments uniformly in all
the countries of the region. It was also underlined that investments are needed at the
regional level, and for this reason all countries need common rules. In this regard, the
framework of Energy Charter represents an example of convergence towards a shared set of
rules.
Regulatory activities are fundamental in the energy sector. For this reason, Regulatory
Authorities should be established in all the Mediterranean countries. Furthermore, it was
noted that, after MEDREG and Med-TSO, the creation of an Association of Mediterranean
Gas operators would be of benefit for the region, in terms of network, price and quality.
In connection with the point b) of the agenda, it was noted that the Joint Communication of
the European Commission of 17 December 2012 identifies energy as one of the most
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4.

5.

6.

7.

sensitive and crucial issues for the Mediterranean region. In this contest, in the framework
of regional cooperation, it was agreed that PAM should engage in a constructive dialogue
with the European Parliament and the European Commission on energy issues. The
content of the Joint Communication matches with the priorities of the Panel, and the
documents represents a good opportunity to PAM to open a cooperation channel with the
European Parliament, with the aim of gathering Mediterranean and European MPs to work
together on these crucial matters. It was nevertheless noted that the document does not
mention the importance of the gas sector, in the macro energy field.
There is a proliferation of uncoordinated activities on energy related issues. There was
consensus that the Mediterranean region is moving towards a fragmentation, with several
initiatives with similar objectives, but with different action plans. Overlapping and
duplications are emerging considerably. Because of this, resources are not allocated in the
most efficient way. Participants stated the need of a regional neutral entity to be used as a
starting point and possibly federate all the initiatives. Many participants indicated PAM as
the ideal institution to serve with this function. The role of the Union of for the
Mediterranean needs to be clarified, as its initiatives were contradicting the plans
undertaken by operators in the region.
The mechanism of subsidies should be re-designed in order to facilitate the integration of
the energy market. It was also noted that, in this regard, countries should not prefer the
least expensive energy, because very often this impacts other crucial factors, such as
environment protection, quality of life and efficiency, so it must be taken in account the
specificities of energy.
Education, training and know-how transfer is a priority. Solar energy projects are very rich
in terms of lessons learned, and these should be shared with those countries interested in
implementing the same projects, such as Egypt or Jordan.
In connection with investments, it was noted that although the investments needed are very
high, this does not represent a problem due to the profitability of the projects, which give
margins to get the investments back. Furthermore, it was highlighted that, in order to get
funds for projects, countries should present concrete projects and a strong political will and
commitment.

During the discussion, it was stressed the importance of the UN initiative Energy for All. PAM was
encouraged to take all the necessary steps to become an active partner of the initiative, due to the
relevance of involving MPs, the policy-makers, to the process.
It was also mentioned that, in order to release the full potential of solar energy, and of all renewable
energy, there is a need for launching not only centralized projects, but also micro and
decentralized initiatives, such as water heaters.
Emphasis was also given to the necessity of having a binding treaty to support the implementation
of the master plan. There are numerous studies and report on this issue, providing with sets of
specific and useful recommendations. However, if the proposed measures are not brought forward
strongly, supported by a binding agreement, there is the risk of not achieving any concrete and
significant result.
Sen. Lmarbouh closed the meeting thanking all the participants for the fruitful discussion, reminding
that in Geneva, Switzerland, on the occasion of the PAM-UN Conference “Harnessing Trade for
Growth in the Mediterranean”, a session of the meeting will be dedicated to “Strengthening Energy
Systems”. The decision of having such a targeted session shows, once more, the commitment of
PAM in support of the cooperation on energy related issues.
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PANEL ON TRADE AND INVESTMENTS IN THE MEDITERRANEAN
Meeting of the Executive Members of the Energy Group
Rabat, Morocco, 4 May 2013
Agenda
09:30

Registration

10:00

Opening Session
st

Address by Hon. Mohammed Yatim, 1 Vice President of the House of Representatives
st

Address by Sen. Mohammed Faouzi Benallal, 1 Vice President of the House of Councillors
nd

Remarks by Sen. Lhou Lmarbouh, PAM Vice President and President of the 2 PAM Standing
Committee
Remarks by Eng. Alessandro Ortis, Co-Chair of the PAM Panel on Trade and Investments in
the Mediterranean
Address by a representative of the Ministry of Energy, Mines, Water and Environment
11:00

Presentation on the status of implementation of the Ouarzazate solar power plant by Mr.
Obaid Amrane, Member of the Board of MASEN

11:20

Round Table on the following topics:
e.
-

Nine months after Ouarzazate: follow up towards a Mediterranean Energy Community
Legislative and regulatory frameworks
Financial mechanisms to facilitate a regional integrated approach
Creation of a regional Mediterranean Energy Centre for training and information
Knowhow transfer among players involved

f.

Joint Communication of the European Commission “Supporting Closer Cooperation and
Regional Integration in the Maghreb: Algeria, Libya, Mauritania, Morocco and Tunisia”
(17 December 2012) – implications for PAM and its Partners in the Energy Sector

g.

Status of the implementation of Energy Initiatives in the region

h. Action Plan of the Energy Group of the PAM Panel for the biennium 2013-2014
13:00

Lunch break

15:00

Continuation of the Round Table

17:00

Closing of the meeting

20:30

Dinner hosted by the Parliament of Morocco (Club Nautique)
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PANEL ON TRADE AND INVESTMENTS IN THE MEDITERRANEAN
PANEL SUR LE COMMERCE ET LES INVESTISSEMENTS EN MEDITERRANEE

Meeting of the Executive Members of the Energy Group
Réunion des membres du Conseil exécutif du Groupe Energie
Rabat, Morocco / Maroc, 4 May / mai 2013

List of participants / Liste des participants
DELEGATIONS
Egypt / Egypte

Dr. Alaa Ezz - 1st Under Secretary of State; Secretary General of FEDCOC/CEEBA Executive Board Member of
ASCAME, Businesmed and Med Alliance / 1er sous-secrétaire d'Etat, secrétaire général de FEDCOC / CEEBA;
membre du Conseil exécutif de ASCAME, Businesmed et Med Alliance

Italy / Italie

Eng. Alessandro Ortis – co-Chair of the PAM Panel on Trade and Investments in the Mediterranean / Coprésident du Panel APM sur le Commerce et les Investissements en Méditerranée

Jordan / Jordanie

Hon. Dr. Husni Al-Sheyab – MP / Député
Hon. Khaled Al-Bakkar – MP / Député
Mr. Amjad Al-Akaleek – Protocol / Protocole
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Morocco/ Maroc

Hon. Mohammed Yatim – 1st Vice President of the Chamber of Representatives / 1er Vice- president de la
Chambre des Représentants
Sen. Mohammed Faouzi Benalla – 1st Vice President of the Chamber of Councillors / 1er Vice- president de la
Chambre des Conseillers
Sen. Lhou Lmarbouh – PAM Vice President / Vice-président de l'APM
Hon. Mounia Rhoulam - MP / Député
Ms. Latifa el Amrani – Officer for the relations with the parliament of the Ministry of Energy, Mines, Water and
Environment / Chargé des relations avec le parlement, Ministère de l’Energie, des Mines, de l’Eau et de
l’Environnement

Turkey/ Turquie

Hon. Mehmet Gunal – Member of the Steering Committee of the PAM Panel/ Membre du Comité de Pilotage du
Panel APM

Inter – Parliamentary Union (IPU)
/ Union interparlementaire

Mr. Hassan Elkhettar – Head of Cabinet of the President / Chef de Cabinet du Président

EXPERTS
Energy Charter

Mr. Patrice Dreiski – Senior Expert / Spécialiste principale

MEDGRID

Mr. André Merlin – CEO / PDG

MEDPRO

Dr. Rym Ayadi – Coordinator / Coordonnatrice

MEDREG

Mr. Abderrahim El Hafidi – Electricity and Renewable Energy Department, Ministry of Energy, Mines, Water and
Environment / Direction de l’électricité et des énergies renouvelables, Ministère de l’Energie, des Mines, de l’Eau et
de l’Environnement

MASEN

Mr. Obaid Amrane – Member of the Board / Membre du Directoire

Med-TSO

Eng. Michelangelo Celozzi – Secretary General / Secrétaire général
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OME - Mediterranean Observatory
on Energy / Observatoire
Mediterranéen de l'Energie

Mr. Hassan ABAACH – Senior Advisor, Electricity Division / Conseiller principal, Division de l'électricité

Paving the Way for the
Mediterranean Solar Plan
(PWMSP)

Mr. Habib El Andaloussi – Deputy Team Leader - Rabat Project Office / Chef d'équipe adjoint - Bureau de Rabat

STEG

Mr. Néjib Hellal – Deputy General Manager / Directeur Général Adjoint

UNECE / CEE - ONU

Mr. Mika Vepsäläinen – Chief, Trade Policy and Government Cooperation Section / Directeur, Politiques
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